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Committed to the Permian
Patrick Mayers, Chevron Land Representative
West Texas is my home and it’s the place that I grew up and so, even though I may not necessarily own this land, this is all
home to me, and so I want to respect this place just like it’s my own.

John Mabee, land owner in the Permian
The folks at Chevron here on the ranch have been kind of like an extended family to us in a lot of ways. I know a lot of
people look at this and they think, well, it’s just ugly, dirt, bushes, but it’s our home, you know, it’s beautiful in its own way if
you just take the time to look at it, it’s really beautiful country, and I like it being taken care of.

Bruce Niemeyer, oversees Chevron’s Permian basin
Chevron has been a part of the Permian Basin for decades. In fact, we can track our roots back to the early 1920s through
our predecessor companies. We’ve been part of this community, we have lived and worked here on a daily basis for the last
90 years.

Jared Ivanhoe, Chevron Operations Supervisor
One of the most exciting things in the corporation worldwide starts right here in the Permian Basin. I’m proud of it, I’m proud to be a
part of it. As an avid hunter and a fisherman here, locally, it’s really neat to see how we manage the area and how we take care of
the environment.

Elaine Seifert, Chevron Health, Environment and Safety
Part of being environmentally responsible is not only ensuring that we follow any state or local ordinance or regulation, but it’s also
to ensure that the same trees, the same flowers, the same animals that we see now are going to be here for our children, our
children’s children.

Dr. Ryder Warren, Superintendent of Midland School District
The oil and gas companies in our community are just a part of our lives. From our school district’s point of view, we see them as our
neighbors, we see them as our community leaders and the oil companies have just wrapped their arms around this community, and
Chevron is a great example of that.

Willie Taylor, CEO, Workforce Solutions Permian Basin
It’s just not all talk. They engage in the community, they participate in the city, the county, school district, colleges, and it’s not just
about them coming in making money. They really want to make a difference in our community.

John Mabee
If my grandfather could have seen what began happening in the last 10 years, he would have been amazed. This ranch, this
Permian Basin, which everyone thought was dried up, I think we’re just kind of hitting the second wind.

Patrick Mayers
The Permian is one of the most prolific oilfields in the world, and the horizontal drilling and the fracturing of the formations has been
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just a wonderful boon for our industry. What we’re doing here in the Permian is developing those technologies so that they can be
used in so many different areas of the world.

Bruce Niemeyer
One of the things that we’re really pleased to be a part of is the renaissance of the energy industry here in the Permian Basin. With
the potential that this area represents to us as a company and to the community it is our intention to be here for many decades to
come.
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